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Abstract

A brief history of public acceptance of nuclear energy in Slovenia is given. While informer
Yugoslavia a problem of public acceptance virtually did not exist because of undemocratic
social system, it grew larger and larger with the process of democratization in late eighties.
The first democratic government in Slovenia had to abandon its original idea for an early
closure of the nuclear power plant Krsko. In 1995 and 1996 there were two attempts to
organize the national referendum about the future of the plant. The lessons learned from the
public debates in recent years could help other countries entering the nuclear program to
prepare and implement efficient public information strategy.

Introduction

Nuclear Energy is today faced with a strong opposition in practically all 30 countries with
nuclear power plants around the world. International environmental groups are performing
additional pressure. This fear from nuclear is so strong, that the expansion of nuclear energy is
almost completely halted in the western world. It is very difficult to find a simple reason for
such a resistance to nuclear technology and to remove it by suitable actions. For the
democratic country like Croatia, which intends to construct the first nuclear power plant on its
territory, this could be the hardest problem. While all the technological problems could be
successfully resolved on the level of technical professionals, the problem of public acceptance
requires a complex management in the area of sociological sciences.

Brief History of Nuclear Public Acceptance in Slovenia

In Former Yugoslavia

In former Yugoslavia, where the Krsko nuclear power plant was constructed as a joint venture
of republics Slovenia and Croatia, the problem of public acceptance of nuclear power virtually
did not exist. Freedom of speech was practically not existing, and all the decisions were made
at the top of the only ruling party. Since nuclear energy issues did not exist in public media,
the public was not much concerned with them. For example, the poll from early 1986, before
the Chernobyl accident, showed that 80.2 % of population did not consider the Krsko NPP to
be a major problem, 15 % were against its operation, and 4.8 % did not have any opinion1.
The similar poll in 1987 has shown a considerable influence of the Chernobyl accident:
53.7% people considered the Krsko NPP not to be problematic, 42.3 % were against, and
only 4 % did not care2.
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With the emerging democratization Krsko NPP became the focal issue for several new
political options in late eighties. One of the first signs of emerging opposition was the
conference about energy and environment. Number of eminent professionals from the energy
field and future green politicians openly expressed themselves against this kind of energy
production. They were successful enough that in 1987 the moratorium on further expansion of
nuclear power was accepted by Yugoslav and Slovenian Parliaments.

The new Green Party became very strong about two years before the independence of
Slovenia. Green politicians have based their political success on the program of immediate
closure of Krsko NPP. The presence of anti-nuclear issues in the media was very high, while
nobody has defended it. The results could be seen from the public opinion poll in 1990, when
only 46.9 % of people did not consider the Kr§ko NPP as a problem, 50.4 % were against it,
and 2.7 % were undecided3.

From the First Democratic Government to the year 1995

At the first democratic elections in 1990 the Green Party won 12% of votes. The first
DEMOS government (DEMOS was the alliance of non-comunist parties before the first
democratic elections in Slovenia) had even a minister for energy from that party. One of their
loudest immediate promises was the shutdown of the KrSko NPP, which has been planned for
the year 1995. The Ministry for Energy has ordered a study, which was supposed to become
the professional background for the premature shutdown4. Although the results were not at all
supporting the shutdown, they have been interpreted also in different ways and have
contributed to the controversy.

The activity of the first democratic government culminated with the proposal for the national
referendum about the future of KrSko NPP. The proposal was sent into the parliamentary
procedure in January 1992. But it has never come to the Parliament agenda, because it was
rejected already at the level of Parliamentary Committee for Economic Development and the
Committee for Environmental Protection. The year 1992 represented also the end of the first
government, after which the majority of nuclear opponents became the opposition.

The new government, in power until today, was never openly against nuclear power, although
it has never publicly supported it neither. Following the bad results at elections in 1992, the
Green Party split in 1993 because of internal disputes. The leading Liberal Democratic Party
(LDS) in 1994 adopted one part of the split Green Party, which formed the so called
Ecological Forum of LDS. Thus some elements of the termination of nuclear program have
been brought into the program of the largest Slovenian party.

The period from 1993 to autumn 1995 resulted in a relative weak anti-nuclear activities in
Slovenia. This resulted in an improved public image of the nuclear energy. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that the percentage of people supporting the continued operation of KrSko NPP rose
from the lowest point in 1993 (44.6 %) to 54.8 % in 1995.
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Figure 1: Public opinion about further operation of Krsko NPP in Slovenia

Request for Referendum in Autumn 1995

In October 1995 the most active anti-nuclear member of the Parliament managed to collect 37
signatures of his fellow parliamentarians from different parties supporting the request for the
national referendum about the shutdown of the Krsko NPP in next ten years. Under the
Slovenian legislation such a request is mandatory for the Parliament if it is signed by more
than 30 members oftotal 90 parliamentarians. Therefore in thirty days the Parliament was
obliged to set the-date for the referendum and start the preparations activities.

This request was a surprise for most of nuclear professionals and also for general public. The
media were suddenly full of news about the Krsko NPP. In the beginning most of published
information were negative, prepared by the nuclear opponents. From the media it could be
understood, that this action of Parliament members surprised also the leaderships of major
political parties.

Once again the nuclear opponents started their campaign using the stories about the danger of
nuclear energy, its high costs, low costs of replacement thermal energy and the terrible
heritage our generation will leave to our grandchildren. They disqualified the competent
institutions in advance by doubts in their objectiveness. By them, the operators of the Krsko
NPP should not make any public statement, because their task was supposed to be only the
production of the electricity and not the long term energy supply of Slovenia. On the other
hand the Slovenian Nuclear Safety Authority should not say anything in favor of nuclear
power, since it was supposed to take care only about the nuclear safety. The State Secretary
for Energy should also not be in favor of nuclear, since he has to treat all the energy sources
equally.
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The opponents neglected or very easily bypassed any role of Croatia as co-owner of the plant
in decision about its future. They claimed that in the case ot success of referendum Croatia
would have to abandon the plant without any right for compensation, since that would be
proclaimed as the shutdown from safety reasons. According to the original agreement between
Croatia and Slovenia that is the only reason because of which Slovenia could shut down the
plant without the prior agreement from Croatian side. Soon after such statement was made
Croatia made clear, that it did not recognize any safety reason for closure and would not
consider the possible positive outcome of the referendum as such.

Few days after the announcement of the request for the referendum the Nuclear Society of
Slovenia prepared the briefing sheet with the summary of its views to nuclear energy and
premature shutdown of the Krsko NPP. It was made public on the press conference on
November 8, 1995, which was very well accepted by the media. All the major newspapers and
broadcasting corporations have published our statements. Special attention was given to the
information about the costs of such undertaking.

The opponents were surprised by the appearance of the Nuclear Society which was before
little known in public. They could not disqualify it like other government institutions and had
to enter into the public debate. Their often irrational claims were loosing ground confronted
with the factual data offered by the professionals.

After approximately three weeks, only few days before the period of 30 days ran out, nine
signers of the referendum request withdrew their signatures after the strong pressure from
their party leaderships. With less than 30 signatures left the request became void and the
Parliament did not have to take it into consideration.

Activities in Spring 1996

In the beginning of March 1995 a new action of nuclear opponents was announced. They have
collected 200 signatures of citizens under the request to the Parliament to allow the collection
of another 40.000 signatures of Slovenian voters asking for national referendum. This
procedure was actually started on March, 17. The organizers had to collect these signatures in
the period of two months.

The opponents based their campaign on the tenth anniversary of the Chernobyl accident and
on the support from foreign and international organizations. Already in January they started a
series of semi-public round tables, to which also nuclear professionals were invited. These
activities culminated with the strongly publicized public round table on April 9, 1996, in
convention Centre Cankarjev dom.

A strong support from Greenpeace and Austrian organization Global 2000 was present. The
Greenpeace information bus was touring Slovenia, press conferences were held regularly,
printed material was distributed, Internet was used. The organizers even promised a reward to
those signing the referendum request.

Nuclear and energy professionals repeated their stands from last fall. In number of public
statements and in debates on radio and TV our view of nuclear energy became quite well
known.

The action of opponents failed almost as a disaster. After two months they collected 2463
signatures, which was only 6 % of necessary 40.000.
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Lessons Learned

Analyzing the dynamic history of public acceptance of nuclear energy in Slovenia one could
conclude that general public in Slovenia has an attitude to nuclear energy, which is very
similar to the attitudes in other countries. Nuclear energy is not considered as other industries
like chemical or air transport, where associated risks are usually forgotten and /only the
benefits are apprehended. Nuclear has a special status considered to be something extremely
dangerous, mysterious, expensive, terribly Earth polluting, but also as something we should
somehow try to live with at least until we do not accumulate enough funds to get a
replacement. The fear from it is always present, although almost nobody really knows what to
be afraid of.

It is paradoxical that after forty years of nuclear energy exploitation, when 15 % of all
electrical energy in the world is produced in NPPs, the public mistrust is almost completely
blocking further development.

We, nuclear professionals, must have done something wrong? Limiting my analysis only to
the situation in my country. I believe that one of the crucial mistakes we have made was the
restriction of information. We have considered ourselves something special and usually did
not want to discuss technical matters in public. In former Yugoslav system this was also
maintained by a political structure, which has kept a control over important social issues for
itself. Thus it was considered among nuclear professionals that public information is not
something that should be done by us, but that somebody else has to do that and ask us only for
help about technical matters. Since there was nobody else there, there was practically no
public information. Such general ignorance and misunderstanding of strait technical matters
represented the best environment for manipulations by opponents.

The new democratic social environment with the absolute freedom of speech was much better
and much faster understood by nuclear opponents than by professionals. Today everybody can
make any public statement. Much too often the important decisions in society are made
primarily based on the impact in the media. The politician in power is first considering the
public opinion mirrored in the media and only secondly the long term technical expertise. In
order to remain in power after next elections, which is his prime goal, he has to follow the
short term needs of voters. In the case of nuclear issues, the voters could be easily
manipulated by the one sided reporting by active opponents, since technical professionals are
much too often still reluctant to publicly express our views.

The opponents have also another advantage: they have no problems in publicly expressing
untruth or false facts, while technical professionals are trained to always have factual
background for our statements. For example, the green politician can easily say in public, that
there exist numerous studies confirming the impact of Kj§ko NPP to human health. Although
it is a fact, that such studies do not exist, and although such a statement would be immediately
replicated, the effect would be there: most of the people will consider Krsko NPP as a
permanent threat to their health.
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How to Gain the Public Acceptance of Nuclear Energy?

There is no easy answer to above question which is crucial especially in countries like Croatia,
which would like to proceed on with the nuclear program. A comprehensive strategy of public
information should be developed and implemented ahead and in parallel with other activities
of nuclear program development. The prime goal should be the return of nuclear industry to a
"normality", to get the public to understand the associated risks and apprehend the benefits.

• The main goal of information strategy must be the introduction of enough knowledge about
nuclear matters to the average citizen so that he or she will understand the risks and
benefits, would be able to make decisions based on facts and would be less prone to
irrational claims of opponents.

• The whole strategy must be based on clear and simply defined final messages, that should
be brought to common understanding of every person. For the Kr§ko NPP there are at least
two:

=>NPP is good for environment, there is practically no pollution during normal
operation, it does not contribute to global warming.

=> Electricity from KrSko NPP is cheaper than any possible replacing energy.

• The extensive and comprehensive information programs should be established based on
following actions:

0 Attractive and understandable printed material should be prepared and widely
distributed.

0 Information centers should be established with simple exhibits, multimedia and
interactive involvement of the public.

0 Nuclear energy should be explained in media regularly, but not too frequently in order
not to get negative impact.

0 Public should get trust into the institutions and persons, that are appearing in media and
should recognize them as sources of reliable information.

• All information actions should be targeted to opinion makers and wider, especially younger
public. It is worthless to invest anything to change the mind of opponents.

• Basic knowledge about nuclear energy should be introduced into the curriculums of
elementary and high schools.

• The strategy for (counter) action in crisis situations should be prepared, where crisis is
either some unwanted event in the nuclear object anywhere in the world or attack by
opponents.

0 The final message, which should be brought to the public, must be clearly known to all
taking active part in media.

0 Possible statements by opponents should be anticipated in advance. Proper answers
should be prepared.

0 Everything said must be based on facts and must be easily proven by simple logic.
0 Attacks by opponents to the personal integrity of persons appearing publicly, although

based on untrue facts, should not be answered in a similar way. Much more efficient is
diversion of the debate to the factual problems.
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• Something like Nuclear Lobby should be established. In the past of our previous common
country lobbying was considered as something negative and was also used by nuclear
opponents as one of the negative arguments. However, in democratic social systems
lobbying is legal and very effective option, ft is the powerful tool for influencing the
opinion makers.

• The organization of information and educational activities must be done from one point,
otherwise the actions might become too much uncoordinated and even counter productive.
Different solutions in different countries (Informationskreis Kernenergie in Germany,
British Nuclear Industry Forum in Britain etc.) show that there is no general rule, suitable
for all environments.

• Each industry organization in nuclear field should take care for its good public image. If
the monopolistic companies like Post or Telecom find it useful to invest in public
advertising, it must be also necessary for nuclear companies, although they do not sell to
everyone on an open market.

Conclusion

This brief summary of the history of public acceptance of nuclear power in Slovenia could
give some idea about the importance of this subject for any nuclear country. The answer to the
simple question "How to gain public acceptance of nuclear energy?" is far from being simple.
The proposals in the final chapter could be primarily a guideline to action, which must be well
planned, managed, and started well in advance of technical decisions connected with the start
of nuclear program in the country.
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